TOYOTA AND LEXUS

FLEET KAIZEN

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
Action that can shape your future

FIRST ALL-ELECTRIC LEXUS
Unveiling the New UX 300e

TOYOTA PROFESSIONAL
Peace-of-mind protection with the new LCV programme

HYBRID-POWERED EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Welsh Ambulance Services NHS Trust choose RAV4 Self-Charging Hybrids

SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
The global pandemic over the past months has shone a light

Fleet reliability underpins business continuity and efficient,

on many aspects of our lives. Essential restrictions on public

sustainable operations. Throughout the lockdown, Toyota and

movement have, rightly, seen us reflect on just how important

Lexus teams continued to service all fleet queries and orders

mobility and sustainability are to society, our wellbeing, and

remotely, for example helping organisations like the Welsh

the business economy.

Ambulance Service procure RAV4 Hybrids as rapid response

With city streets free of conventionally fuelled diesel and
petrol vehicles during lockdown, air quality in urban areas
around the UK dramatically improved. As the restrictions

vehicles (page 18). With Covid-safe measures in place, UK
production of the Corolla has now resumed at the Toyota plant
in Burnaston.

ease, a citizens’ report from the new UK climate assembly

With motor shows on hold, we reveal further exciting new

shows 93% of members feel the government and employers

model additions in this latest issue. The new Toyota RAV4

should encourage sustained lifestyle changes to cut

Plug-in Hybrid joins the RAV4 range (page 11), whilst the

emissions1. As real-world driving trials show (see page 9),

All New Yaris self-charging hybrid is poised to become the

the case for moving to cleaner, lower-emission, alternatively

world’s safest compact car (page 12). The first all-electric

fuelled solutions such as self-charging hybrid and plug-in

Lexus, the UX 300e, will cover 186 miles on a single charge

hybrid is compelling. With new company car tax and VED

– enough to make the average UK weekly commute entirely

rates under the Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test

emission-free (page 28).

Procedure (WLTP) from 6th April, the Toyota and Lexus
electrified range continues to offer attractive Benefit-in-Kind
savings to company car drivers.

Read on to learn how Toyota & Lexus Fleet can support
sustainable and reliable mobility for your business.

Stuart Ferma - General Manager - Toyota & Lexus Fleet
LE ARN MORE
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Consumers are regularly scrutinising the environmental

far-reaching changes are already afoot. Countries including

impact of products and operations to make informed

the UK are rapidly implementing progressively more

buying choices. But it doesn’t stop there. Taking a clear

stringent new emission regulations, including introducing

corporate stance on climate change is also proving vital for

ultra-low emission zones to improve air quality in cities (see

businesses trying to attract and retain the best employees.

opposite). From 2021, manufacturers must hit a fleet-wide

Few would deny the need to act on climate change. Around
21% of the EU’s total carbon dioxide emissions, the principal
cause of global warming, come from road transport. Of this,
cars and light commercial vehicles make up some 15%.1
The Paris Agreement has focused attention: as global

From a business sustainability perspective, every company

Fortunately, taking ownership of corporate environmental

should recognise climate change, implement a realistic

accountability also makes sound business sense. When it

strategy, and pursue it with intent. Whether the goal is

comes to attracting new staff, and retaining and motivating

to achieve a substantial reduction in greenhouse gas

existing employees, the ability to offer environmentally

emissions, or commit to a zero-carbon footprint timetable,

progressive, high-quality company car model choices

you have a duty of care. The corporate emissions target

is hugely powerful. It is no coincidence that affordable,

you set, and the fleet management decisions you make,

efficient Toyota and Lexus self-charging hybrid vehicles

are there for all to see.

have become a global success within company fleets.

FLEET NEWS

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS:
SHAPING YOUR FUTURE

BUSINESS ACTION MATTERS

The next chapter is even more empowering. This year,
Toyota & Lexus Fleet offers a range that spans all current
alternatively fuelled vehicle options: battery electric,
self-charging hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and hydrogen fuel cell.

average of 95g/km CO2 to meet EU emission targets, with

Business sustainability really matters – and it’s never been

comparable performance levels for new light commercial

easier to configure a greener fleet.

vehicles. Manufacturers who fail to meet targets face severe
financial penalties. Over time, legislation will reduce, and
eventually conventionally powered vehicles will be replaced
by electric and fuel cell vehicles.

UK LOW EMISSION CHARGING ZONES

environmental awareness and concern continues to grow,
LE ARN MORE
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FLEET NEWS

PUTTING
GREENER
OPERATION
FIRST

Our global company vision
has sustainability at its
very heart. We make
mobility solutions that are
cleaner, safer and smarter
to keep society connected
– and we are committed
to minimising or, where
possible, eliminating
environmental impact
at every single step.

FLEET LOCALISATION PROGRAMME
Where business customers have multiple locations,

This is equivalent to:

our localisation programme avoids regional dealers
transporting vehicles unnecessarily.
Customers can manage, discuss and administer their
vehicles centrally, but elect for delivery, servicing and

Powering a 13-watt CF
light for 1,320 years

OR
The CO2 emitted from a
10-hour plane journey

maintenance to be fulfilled locally to avoid unnecessary

OR

travel. We estimate the scheme has already saved 150

The energy use of an
average house for 11.6 years

tonnes of CO2.

TOYOTA ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE 2050
Since 2015, Toyota has been working towards six ambitious environmental challenges. The plan is to meet them by
2050, achieving specific mid-term goals by 2030 for electrified vehicle sales, vehicle and factory emission reductions,
water use and battery recycling and conservation. The strategy will mean zero environmental impact across all
vehicle-related operations, whilst also helping to build a cleaner, more natural, yet fully mobile world.

CHALLENGE 1

CHALLENGE 2

CHALLENGE 3

NEW VEHICLE ZERO
CO2 EMISSIONS

LIFE CYCLE ZERO
CO2 EMISSIONS

PLANT ZERO
CO2 EMISSIONS

We want to reduce CO2 emissions from our
vehicles by 90% by 2050, compared to 2010
levels. We are developing next-generation
vehicles with low or zero carbon
emissions and making our conventional
models more efficient.

We are working to remove carbon
emissions from materials and parts
manufacture, logistics, and the disposal
and recycling methods used when
vehicles reach the end of their life.

CO2 emissions are also released during
vehicle manufacture. By improving the
technologies we use, and switching to
alternative power sources, we aim to
make our factories CO2 free.

CHALLENGE 4

CHALLENGE 5

CHALLENGE 6

MINIMISING AND
OPTIMISING WATER
USAGE

ESTABLISHING A
RECYCLING-BASED
SOCIETY AND SYSTEMS

ESTABLISHING A
FUTURE SOCIETY IN
HARMONY WITH NATURE

By conserving supplies, reducing water
use during manufacture and increasing
water re-use, we aim to be sensitive to
local needs.

Population growth, economic demands
and lifestyle choices place pressure
on natural resources and create
waste. We want to create an effective
resource/recycling-based society.

We all need to conserve our forests and
other rich ecosystems. Our projects
include improving environmental
education and raising awareness of ways
to live in harmony with the natural world.

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
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SELF-CHARGING HYBRID:
ZERO EMISSIONS FOR UP TO 50% OF JOURNEY TIME

LEADING THE CHARGE:
15 MILLION SELF-CHARGING HYBRIDS AND COUNTING

In heavy traffic, built-up areas or at slower speeds, a

Toyota has defined and led the hybrid market for over

Toyota or Lexus self-charging hybrid vehicle switches to its

23 years. In that time, over 15 million drivers have

electric motor and uses no fuel at all. In test drives covering

saved more than 120 million tonnes of CO2 worldwide by

1.2 million miles, research found Toyota self-charging

choosing a Toyota hybrid vehicle instead of an equivalent

hybrid vehicles spent an average of 53% of the time in

petrol engine model.

SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

WHY CHOOSE
TOYOTA AND
LEXUS
HYBRIDS?

Offering low fuel
consumption and CO2
emissions, Toyota
and Lexus hybrids
bring environmental,
financial and employee
engagement benefits
to businesses.

electric mode.

ALTERNATIVE FUEL OPTIONS: WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
Slashing carbon emissions is fundamental to combating climate change and global warming. Safeguarding air quality in
cities means cutting vehicular pollution and minimising the most harmful emissions from combustion powertrains.
By powering cars differently, we can significantly reduce or eliminate the use of fossil fuels.
LE ARN MORE

SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

PLUG-IN HYBRID

Internal combustion engine
coupled with an electric motor.

A hybrid with a larger battery
and the ability to recharge via
mains cable.
ENGINE

• GREENER: Toyota and Lexus hybrids produce less CO2
than conventional petrol engine cars, helping to reduce

car drivers typically pay less Benefit-in-Kind (BIK)

global warming. Hybrids also produce very low levels of

whilst companies pay less company car tax, National

harmful nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulates, helping

Insurance and Vehicle Excise Duty.

to improve air quality.
• EFFORTLESS: every Toyota and Lexus hybrid

• DRIVER APPEAL: the choice of high-quality, well-specified
hybrid models available across the Toyota and Lexus

automatically self-charges when driving; travel is never

range is unrivalled. Drivers enjoy smooth, quiet and

limited by battery capacity. During every journey, power

instantly responsive electric motor power, boosted by

is generated and cleverly conserved. For example, the

the petrol engine when needed.

regenerative braking system automatically recovers
energy. Our plug-in hybrid models offer an even
higher-capacity battery, with the flexibility to charge
from the mains as well.
• LOWER WHOLE-LIFE COSTS: compared to an equivalent
diesel model, our hybrids are typically cheaper to own
and run. Over 3 years/60,000 miles, the savings can run
into thousands of pounds.

MOTOR

ENGINE

MOTOR

• LESS TAX: low emissions reduce tax liability. Company

• IMPROVED MPG: with the electric motor automatically

No charging or lifestyle
changes required
Average of 53% of the time
spent in electric mode*

FUEL TANK

FUEL TANK
BATTERY

+

miles with less fuel.

Lower purchase price than
equivalent EV system

Example vehicle: Lexus ES

Example vehicle: Toyota Prius Plug-In

BATTERY ELECTRIC

FUEL CELL

No-combustion electric engine.
Zero emissions in use.

Electric motor powered by
hydrogen fuel cell.

+

MOTOR

-

MOTOR
FUEL CELL
STACK

Zero emissions in use
Limited range

Zero tailpipe emissions
BATTERY

+

-

Long range
Quick refuelling

H 2 TANK
H 2 TANK

BATTERY

+

-

Hydrogen produced from
zero-emission renewables

Lexus hybrids require fewer components. There’s no

Limited fuelling stations

clutch, alternator or timing belt to replace and, with
regenerative braking, brake pads wear less.

BATTERY

* Depending on driving conditions

Low running costs

• REDUCED MAINTENANCE AND COSTS: Toyota and

Increases zero tailpipe
emission range
Low CO2 and other harmful
emissions

working alongside the petrol engine to maximise
efficiency according to driving conditions, get more

-

Example vehicle: Lexus UX 300e

Example vehicle: Toyota Mirai

LE ARN MORE
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NEW RAV4
PLUG-IN HYBRID

The awards, accolades and acclaim for Toyota and Lexus
vehicles from owners and the motoring media once again
highlight what the brands can deliver for business fleets.
GREEN FLEET MANUFACTURER DOUBLE
In the 2019 Business Car Awards, Toyota & Lexus

More powerful and more efficient than any other car in its class, the new Toyota RAV4 Plug-in Hybrid, boasting
intelligent electric all-wheel drive as standard, tops the RAV4 range.

WINNER
Green Fleet
of the Year

Fleet won the ‘Green Fleet Manufacturer of the
Year’ title, whilst Toyota scooped the 2020 Fleet
News ‘Green Fleet Manufacturer of the Year’

TOYOTA NEWS

DELIVERING
FOR BUSINESS
9

award for the third time in a row.

WINNER

Green Fleet Manufacturer
of the Year

LE ARN MORE

Fusing 20 years of hybrid powertrain

The result is a car that’s faster than any

Available in two grades, Premium and

technology and the development of two

conventionally powered rival but also

Premium+, features and options include

generations of plug-in models, the model

able to return best-in-class emissions

19” alloy wheels, heated front and rear seats,

is Toyota’s most advanced plug-in hybrid to

and economy, with an expected 38-mile

a 230V power outlet in the cabin, a bi-tone

date. A 2.5-litre petrol engine based on the

zero-emission driving range in pure

exterior paint finish, power tailgate with

current RAV4 Hybrid is matched to a new

electric EV mode. Drivetrain output is

hands-free kick sensor, panoramic roof,

high-capacity lithium-ion battery and an

302bhp*, offering the potential of 0-62mph

head-up display, 9” display audio system

enhanced boost converter.

acceleration in just 6.2 seconds*. More

and the latest Toyota multimedia package

importantly, pre-homologation data indicates

with Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto®

a CO2 output of less than 29g/km*.

smartphone integration.

WHAT CAR? CAR OF THE YEAR AWARDS – A TRIO OF WINS
The Toyota Corolla took the ‘Best Hybrid Car’ title in the 2020 What
LE ARN MORE

Car? Awards, leading a haul of three model honours including ‘Best

UK availability will be announced.

Hybrid Car for less than £20,000’ for the Toyota Yaris Self-Charging
Hybrid and ‘Best Value Car’ for the Toyota Aygo.
LE ARN MORE

AUTO EXPRESS 2020 DRIVER POWER SURVEY –
LEXUS VOTED ‘BEST AUTOMOTIVE BRAND IN BRITAIN’
FOR FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
For the fourth year running, Lexus owners applauded their
experience of the brand. The annual Auto Express survey questions

“Lexus proves once again that it

buyers of new cars about their experience – not just of the car, but

knows precisely what its customers

of the service they’ve received throughout. Owners placed Lexus’

want, and consistently delivers.”

reliability and build quality above all other manufacturers. They also

Steve Fowler, Editor-in-Chief,

praised Lexus’ design, and the quality of its engines and gearboxes.

Auto Express

LE ARN MORE
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* Subject to final homologation
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TOYOTA NEWS

ALL NEW
TOYOTA YARIS
Redesigned from the ground up, the All New
Yaris unites compact design, superior handling,
fourth-generation self-charging hybrid
technology and segment-leading safety to take
urban driving to a new level.

LE ARN MORE

Featuring significant advances in both active and

a 15% increase in combined power (engine and

passive safety systems, the new Yaris is designed

electric motor), over 20% increase in fuel efficiency,

to be the world’s safest compact car. Advanced

and low CO2 emissions – including zero-emission

driver assistance systems include intelligent

driving when running on battery-powered electric

adaptive cruise control and lane departure alert

vehicle (EV) mode. Non-hybrid 1.5-litre petrol

fitted as standard.

models will offer a six-speed manual or CVT
automatic option.
Available in four grades plus a special Launch
Edition, the new Yaris will appear in the UK in
autumn 2020, with range, specification and pricing
to be announced.

The first car in its class to offer the choice of
self-charging hybrid power, the new Yaris builds on
that reputation with an all-new 1.5-litre petrol hybrid
powertrain. More responsive and efficient, it delivers

12
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Estate offering extra space and flexibility
P11D

From small cars to SUVs and the widest range of hybrids, the Toyota range
offers exceptional driver appeal, reliability and low cost of ownership.

from £25,255

BIK*
Combined CO 2

TOYOTA RANGE

THE TOYOTA RANGE

COROLLA TOURING SPORTS

from 23%
†

Combined MPG†

from 127-103g/km
50.4-62.8

LE ARN MORE

AYGO

COROLLA SALOON

Refined, distinctive and well-equipped city car

Style, efficiency and performance

P11D

from £12,210

P11D

from 25%

BIK*

124-114g/km

Combined CO 2

51.4-56.5

Combined MPG†

BIK*
Combined CO 2

†

Combined MPG †

LE ARN MORE
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from 23%
†

from 119-102g/km
54.3-62.8

LE ARN MORE

ALL NEW YARIS

TOYOTA C-HR

A dynamic drive offering exceptional whole-life costs

Sculptured crossover design with engaging
hybrid powertrain

P11D

TBC

BIK*

from 21%

Combined CO 2†

135-92g/km

Combined MPG †

47.9-68.9

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE

from £23,985

P11D

from £26,045

BIK*

from 24%

Combined CO 2†

128-109g/km

Combined MPG †

49.6-58.9

LE ARN MORE

COROLLA HATCHBACK

RAV4

Sleek, sporty design with dynamic drive

All SUV. All Hybrid.

P11D

from £23,985

P11D

from £30,750

BIK*

from 23%

BIK*

from 28%

Combined CO 2†

127-101g/km

Combined CO 2†

133-126g/km

Combined MPG †

50.4-62.8

Combined MPG †

47.9-50.4

LE ARN MORE

*		BIK tax year 2020/21. †Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO 2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect
real life driving results. Fuel consumption and CO 2 produced varies significantly depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted (post-registration), driving style, conditions, speed and
vehicle load. All models and grades are certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). All MPG and CO 2 figures quoted are full WLTP figures. The official CO 2 figures for
vehicles have changed, due to a change in the official method of calculation. CO 2 figures are used in the calculation of Vehicle Excise Duty (car tax) for new cars during their first year of registration. As a result,
all CO 2 figures, car tax and ‘on the road’ prices for new vehicles, which were provided or displayed prior to 1 April 2020, may now have changed for vehicles which were not registered before that date. These
dates may change, please visit www.vehicle-certification-agency.gov.uk/fcb/wltp.asp for the latest information. Choice of options and accessories fitted (pre-registration) may affect the official CO 2 figures,
car tax and ‘on the road’ price. For details of your preferred model and grade derivative, please contact your local Toyota Centre.
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Advanced hybrid technology with the benefits
of extended electric vehicle driving
P11D

From small cars to SUVs and the widest range of hybrids, the Toyota range
offers exceptional driver appeal, reliability and low cost of ownership.

from £32,070
from 10%

BIK*
Combined CO 2

TOYOTA RANGE

THE TOYOTA RANGE

PRIUS PLUG-IN

†

Combined MPG †

35-29g/km
188.3-217.3

LE ARN MORE

GT86

PRIUS+

Pure driving pleasure that looks every bit as exciting
as it performs

Class-leading CO 2 and the flexibility of 7 seats

P11D

from £26,495

BIK*

from 37%

Combined CO 2†

193-191g/km

Combined MPG †

32.8-33.2

LE ARN MORE

from 29%

BIK*
Combined CO 2

†

Combined MPG †

137-132g/km
47.1-48.7

CAMRY

LAND CRUISER

The hybrid saloon, perfectly refined

Combines luxury with legendary 4WD reliability

P11D

from £30,490

P11D

from £33,425

BIK*

from 27%

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

126-120g/km

Combined CO 2†

271-234g/km

Combined MPG †

50.4-53.3

Combined MPG †

27.4-31.7

LE ARN MORE

PRIUS

PROACE VERSO

Award-winning hybrid pioneer,
delivering refinement and economy

People carrier with choice of body lengths and grades

P11D

from £24,695

BIK*

from 21%

Combined CO 2

†

Combined MPG †
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from £27,640

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE

P11D

109-94g/km

P11D

from £28,850

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

209-168g/km

Combined MPG †

35.3-44.1

58.9-67.3
LE ARN MORE

*		BIK tax year 2020/21. † Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO 2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect
real life driving results. Fuel consumption and CO 2 produced varies significantly depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted (post-registration), driving style, conditions, speed and
vehicle load. All models and grades are certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). All MPG and CO 2 figures quoted are full WLTP figures. The official CO 2 figures for
vehicles have changed, due to a change in the official method of calculation. CO 2 figures are used in the calculation of Vehicle Excise Duty (car tax) for new cars during their first year of registration. As a result,
all CO 2 figures, car tax and ‘on the road’ prices for new vehicles, which were provided or displayed prior to 1 April 2020, may now have changed for vehicles which were not registered before that date. These
dates may change, please visit www.vehicle-certification-agency.gov.uk/fcb/wltp.asp for the latest information. Choice of options and accessories fitted (pre-registration) may affect the official CO 2 figures,
car tax and ‘on the road’ price. For details of your preferred model and grade derivative, please contact your local Toyota Centre.
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TOYOTA NEWS

RAV4:
HYBRID-POWERED
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
First-response paramedic teams need fast, reliable
vehicles to attend medical emergencies quickly and
administer critical care. For the Welsh Ambulance
Services NHS Trust, the Toyota RAV4 Hybrid has all the
right qualities. Replacing its diesel fleet, the Trust has
ordered over 50 RAV4 Hybrid vehicles. Each ambulance
crew will cover up to 40,000 miles a year in a vehicle
whilst reducing the environmental impact of the fleet.
The models include Toyota’s AWD-i intelligent all-wheel
drive, providing superior capability in hazardous

Toyota Professional, a new
programme for Toyota light
commercial vehicle owners,
is delivering the products and
services needed to keep UK
businesses on the move.

WE’VE GOT
YOUR BACK

driving conditions such as ice and snow.
LE ARN MORE

All new Toyota LCVs now come with

to two years’ free roadside assistance

If we can’t meet a request, we’ll reduce

additional peace-of-mind protection.

cover by completing an intermediate or

the labour cost of the service by 50%.

The Toyota Professional programme

full Toyota service within the approved

has been launched to support the

Toyota network. The cover will run until

self-employed and small businesses

their vehicle’s next service is due.

with their LCV fleets. All new LCV
vehicles now enjoy a five-year warranty
and five years’ roadside assistance. And
existing LCV customers can claim up

For more details, visit:
toyota.co.uk/business-customers/
toyota-professional

All LCV owners are also guaranteed
a service appointment at their
convenience, within seven days.

LE ARN MORE

THE TOYOTA PROFESSIONAL PROMISE FOR ALL NEW LCV CUSTOMERS

5-year
warranty

18

5-year roadside
assistance

Servicing within
7 days

A dedicated
centre network

19

Renowned as being one of the toughest pickup trucks

TOYOTA NEWS

NEW:
TOYOTA HILUX

in the market, the legendary Toyota Hilux is getting
even better in 2020. With a striking new design, the
latest model refresh maintains the acclaimed rugged
workday practicality, adding even more power and
bolder styling. The addition of a new 2.8-litre diesel
powertrain sees performance improvements on and off
road, whilst upgraded equipment, enhanced on-board
instrumentation and multimedia technology ensure the
LE ARN MORE

comfort and refinement needed for a truly multipurpose
work and leisure vehicle. Topping the range is a new
‘Invincible’ grade, boasting bespoke styling and a
premium equipment specification.

Reflecting an all-conquering, 51-year pedigree, including
taming the North Pole, Icelandic volcanoes and the 2019
Dakar Rally, all Hilux 4-wheel drive body types (Single
Cab, Extra Cab and Double Cab) will now provide a
1 tonne payload and 3.5 tonne towing capability.

20
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Available lengths	Compact, Medium, Long
Engines	1.5D 6MT 100hp
1.5D 6MT 120hp
2.0D 6MT 120hp
2.0D 8AT 180hp

Toyota means business with
a class-leading range of
light commercial vehicles.

LE ARN MORE

Towing capacity

up to 2.5t

Payload

up to 1.4t

TOYOTA COMMERCIAL RANGE

TOYOTA
COMMERCIAL
VEHICLE RANGE

PANEL VAN

Specifications will vary

CREW CAB
Available lengths
Engines
Towing capacity
Payload
Seats

Long
2.0D 6MT 120hp
up to 2.5t
up to 1.4t
6

LE ARN MORE
Specifications will vary

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE

COMBI

PROACE CITY

PROACE

Highly capable new compact van with multiple loading, seating and
powertrain configurations

Available with a range of body style and length combinations to
give you the best fit for your needs

Combined MPG †
Combined CO 2†

46.3-52.3
160-145g/km

Load length	Short: 1,817mm
Long: 2,167mm
Load length with
Smart Cargo	Short: 3,090
Long: 3,440
Load area volume 	Short: 3.3m3
Long: 3.9m3
Load area volume
with Smart Cargo	Short: 3.8m3
Long: 4.4m3
Euro pallets	Short: 2
Long: 2

Combined MPG †
Combined CO 2†

35.8-44.8
206-165g/km

Load length	Compact: 2,162mm
Medium: 2,512mm
Long: 2,862mm

Specifications will vary

Cubic capacity 	Compact: 4.6m3
Medium: 5.3m3
Long: 6.1m3

PLATFORM CAB
Available lengths
Engines
Cabin storage

Cubic capacity
Compact: 5.1m3
with Smart Cargo	Medium: 5.8m3
Long: 6.6m3

Specifications will vary

Medium
1.5D 6MT 120hp
up to 2.5t
up to 1.4t
9

LE ARN MORE

Load length with
Compact: 3,324mm
Smart Cargo	Medium: 3,674mm
Long: 4,026mm

Euro pallets	Compact: 2
Medium: 3
Long: 3
Specifications will vary

Available lengths
Engines
Towing capacity
Payload
Seats

Medium
2.0D 6MT 120hp
35l

LE ARN MORE
Specifications will vary

All MPG and CO 2 emissions figures stated are sourced from official EU-regulated tests. These are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience. Whilst every effort is made to
reproduce accurate information at the time of production, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. Vehicles shown may not be UK specification.

†
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LAND CRUISER COMMERCIAL

Class-leading durability and reliability with high quality
and comfort levels

Legendary off-road capabilities available as a commercial
vehicle

Combined MPG †
Combined CO 2†
Wheelbase
Length
Towing capacity

28.8-32.5
258-230g/km
3,085mm
up to 5,345mm
up to 3.5t

27.4-31.7
Combined MPG †
Combined CO 2†
252-233g/km
Wheelbase
short 2,450mm & long 2,790mm
Load length	SWB min: 1,068mm max: 1,275mm
LWB min: 1,480mm max: 1,629mm

LE ARN MORE

TOYOTA COMMERCIAL RANGE

NEW HILUX

LE ARN MORE
Specifications will vary

Specifications will vary

HILUX SINGLE CAB
Payload
Kerb weight
Min ground clearance
Deck size

(max) 1,105kg*
1,975kg
277mm
(WxL) 1,575 x 2,315mm

LE ARN MORE
Specifications will vary

HILUX EXTRA CAB
Payload
Kerb weight
Min ground clearance
Deck size

(max) 1,085kg*
2,065kg
289mm
(WxL) 1,540 x 1,808mm

COST-EFFECTIVE
LCV CONVERSIONS
The Toyota Trade Plus
programme offers a range
of conversions, delivered
ready-to-go through the
Toyota retailer network.
The cost-effective choices
currently include Hilux Tipper

LE ARN MORE

and Dropside bodies, refrigerated

Specifications will vary

PROACE panel vans and standard
racking kits.

HILUX DOUBLE CAB
Payload
Kerb weight
Min ground clearance
Deck size

(max) 1,130kg*
(up to) 2,105kg
293mm
(WxL) 1,540 x 1,525mm

Converted models are also covered
by Toyota’s 5-year warranty.
Where more specific modification
is needed, bespoke conversions
are also available through
our nationwide network of

LE ARN MORE

Specifications will vary

authorised converters.
LE ARN MORE

All MPG and CO 2 emissions figures stated are sourced from official EU-regulated tests. These are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience. Whilst every effort is
made to reproduce accurate information at the time of production, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. Vehicles shown may not be UK specification.
* Payload is calculated by deducting the kerb weight from the gross vehicle weight.

†	
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Luxury, performance and
reliability for a greener world

LEXUS LF-30: LEXUS ELECTRIFIED IN ACTION

refined and supremely equipped self-charging
hybrid, Lexus is now introducing its first-ever battery

The bold, futuristic LF-30 concept uses Lexus Electrified

electric model.

vision to look ahead into the 2030s. Featuring wireless

LEXUS NEWS

LEXUS
ELECTRIFIED

Already leading the premium sector with dynamic,

charging technology, the car combines steer-by-wire
Drawing on lessons learned in the development of core

technology with in-wheel electric motors to achieve a

Lexus Hybrid Drive technologies, including battery

new level of driving responsiveness, performance and

management, power control modules and electric

enjoyment. Artificial Intelligence allows drivers to engage

motors, the ‘Lexus Electrified’ strategy heralds a further

fully autonomous driving and control equipment using

leap forward in driving performance, handling, control

speech, whilst the vehicle’s autonomous Lexus Airporter

and driver enjoyment.

LE ARN MORE

support drone will even carry luggage to the car!

Alongside the continued development of acclaimed
Lexus self-charging hybrid vehicles, the pioneering
roadmap for the range will create new battery electric
vehicles (BEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs),
and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs). By 2025 there will
be electrified versions available on all models, as Lexus
continues to transition towards a fully electrified range.
LE ARN MORE

PEERLESS QUALITY DEMANDS A HUMAN TOUCH
Lexus vehicles offer the most advanced automotive technologies and
the finest materials. Our peerless quality requires a human touch with
Japanese tradition at its heart. Lexus ‘Takumi’ master craftsmen –
highly trained artisans with meticulous attention to detail – are central
to production, whilst Omotenashi – the Japanese spirit of hospitality –
puts customers firmly at the centre of all we do.
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LEXUS NEWS

NEW UX 300e:
THE FIRST
ALL-ELECTRIC
LEXUS

LE ARN MORE

FULLY CONNECTED
Smart connectivity provides
real-time data on the vehicle’s
battery. By linking the vehicle
with the Lexus Link app, New
UX 300e owners can control
charging and air conditioning
remotely, and also access a
charging station finder for
the UK’s 25,000 charging
point network.

The culmination of more than 15 years
developing industry-leading self-charging
hybrid systems, the first all-electric Lexus,
the UX 300e, is now available for pre-order,
launching in the UK during 2021.
The first all-electric Lexus produced under the Lexus
Electrified strategy, the New UX 300e takes its striking

186 miles/300km*, which is ample capacity for an average

All models enjoy Lexus Safety

develops 300Nm of torque, ensuring smooth yet decisive

System+. Standard features

acceleration, whilst the high-capacity, 54.3kWh lithium-ion

include: a pre-collision system;

battery directly beneath the cabin floor creates a low centre
gravity and optimum front/rear weight distribution.

HUSHED CALM

urban looks, luxury cabin and performance cues from the

The quiet EV operation and optimised acoustic cabin

UX 250h Self-Charging Hybrid compact SUV.

insulation means the New UX 300e will offer one of the

ZERO EMISSIONS, EVERY JOURNEY

OPTIMUM SAFETY AS STANDARD

working week. A high-output, 150kW (204 DIN hp) motor

most tranquil cabin environments in its class. Active

“After nearly 20 years pioneering
the development of hybrid electric
vehicles, we’re excited to be
launching the first all-electric Lexus.”

Sound Control creates natural, ambient cabin sounds

On average, UK drivers travel 27 miles a day. Fully

to communicate driving conditions to the driver and

battery-electric, the New UX 300e promises anxiety-free

passengers, whilst also gently alerting pedestrians to the

zero-emission driving. A full charge delivers a range of

vehicle’s approach at low speeds.

lane keep assist helping you stay
on course; automatic high-beam
system to see pedestrians and
road signs more clearly at night;
road sign assist recognising
traffic signs; and dynamic radar
cruise control.

Takashi Watanabe, UX Chief Engineer

* WLTP cycle
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LEXUS RANGE

THE LEXUS RANGE
Experience amazing with a range of luxury performance vehicles.

CT

NX

The five-door hybrid compact perfectly suited to city life

Striking design delivering incredible business performance

P11D

from £26,055

P11D

from £35,275

BIK*

from 26%

BIK*

from 35%

Combined CO 2†

120-115 g/km

Combined CO 2†

175-161 g/km

Combined MPG †

53.2-55.3

Combined MPG †

36.6-39.7

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

UX 250h

RX

A fresh and dynamic take on luxury driving

Luxury hybrid SUV with exceptionally low CO 2 emissions

P11D

from £29,730

P11D

from £50,650

BIK*

from 27%

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

137-120 g/km

Combined CO 2†

180-178 g/km

Combined MPG †

47.0-53.2

Combined MPG †

35.7-36.2

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

NEW UX 300e

RX L

The first all-electric Lexus

The space of a 7-passenger SUV in a stylish package

P11D

TBC

P11D

from £51,940

BIK*

from 0%

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

0 g/km

Combined CO 2†

186-185 g/km

Combined MPG †

0

Combined MPG †

34.4

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
ALL-ELECTRIC

30

SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

*		BIK tax year 2020/21. † Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO 2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect
real life driving results. Fuel consumption and CO 2 produced varies significantly depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted (post-registration), driving style, conditions, speed and
vehicle load. All models and grades are certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). All MPG and CO 2 figures quoted are full WLTP figures. The official CO 2 figures for
vehicles have changed, due to a change in the official method of calculation. CO 2 figures are used in the calculation of Vehicle Excise Duty (car tax) for new cars during their first year of registration. As a result,
all CO 2 figures, car tax and ‘on the road’ prices for new vehicles, which were provided or displayed prior to 1 April 2020, may now have changed for vehicles which were not registered before that date. These
dates may change, please visit www.vehicle-certification-agency.gov.uk/fcb/wltp.asp for the latest information. Choice of options and accessories fitted (pre-registration) may affect the official CO 2 figures,
car tax and ‘on the road’ price. For details of your preferred model and grade derivative, please contact your local Lexus Centre.
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LEXUS RANGE

THE LEXUS RANGE
Experience amazing with a range of luxury performance vehicles.

IS

RC F

Award-winning hybrid sports saloon that demands attention

For drivers who insist on uncompromising performance

P11D

from £33,005

P11D

from £60,710

BIK*

from 29%

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

144-133 g/km

Combined CO 2†

268 g/km

Combined MPG †

44.8-48.7

Combined MPG †

23.9

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

ES

LC

A higher level of performance and sophistication

Award-winning luxury coupé

P11D

from £34,980

P11D

from £77,870

BIK*

from 26%

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

128-119 g/km

Combined CO 2†

262-184 g/km

Combined MPG †

50.4-54.3

Combined MPG †

24.3-34.8

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

RC

LS

Sports coupé with head-turning design

Flagship saloon that’s a masterpiece of engineering

P11D

from £39,975

P11D

from £75,985

BIK*

from 31%

BIK*

37%

Combined CO 2†

146-141 g/km

Combined CO 2†

209-175 g/km

Combined MPG †

44.1-45.5

Combined MPG †

30.7-36.6

LE ARN MORE

LE ARN MORE
SELF-CHARGING HYBRID
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SELF-CHARGING HYBRID

*		BIK tax year 2020/21. † Figures are provided for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO 2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect
real life driving results. Fuel consumption and CO 2 produced varies significantly depending on a number of factors, including the accessories fitted (post-registration), driving style, conditions, speed and
vehicle load. All models and grades are certified according to the World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). All MPG and CO 2 figures quoted are full WLTP figures. The official CO 2 figures for
vehicles have changed, due to a change in the official method of calculation. CO 2 figures are used in the calculation of Vehicle Excise Duty (car tax) for new cars during their first year of registration. As a result,
all CO 2 figures, car tax and ‘on the road’ prices for new vehicles, which were provided or displayed prior to 1 April 2020, may now have changed for vehicles which were not registered before that date. These
dates may change, please visit www.vehicle-certification-agency.gov.uk/fcb/wltp.asp for the latest information. Choice of options and accessories fitted (pre-registration) may affect the official CO 2 figures,
car tax and ‘on the road’ price. For details of your preferred model and grade derivative, please contact your local Lexus Centre.
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Tax thresholds for
company car taxation
and National Insurance
Diesel cars tested to RDE standards
are subject to a 4% supplement, up to
a maximum of 37%.
Diesel plug-in hybrids are classed
as alternative fuel vehicles, so the
4% diesel supplement does not apply
to these vehicles irrespective of
RDE2 compliance.
2

Depending on electric range

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

g/km

%

%

%

0

0

1

2

1 - 50

0-12 2

1-13 2

2-14 2

51-54

13

14

15

55-59

14

15

16

60-64

15

16

17

65-69

16

17

18

70-74

17

18

19

75-79

18

19

20

80-84

19

20

21

85-89

20

21

22

90-94

21

22

23

95-99

22

23

24

100-104

23

24

25

105-109

24

25

26

110-114

25

26

27

115-119

26

27

28

120-124

27

28

29

125-129

28

29

30

130-134

29

30

31

135-139

30

31

32

140-144

31

32

33

145-149

32

33

34

150-154

33

34

35

155-159

34

35

36

160-164

35

36

37

165-169

36

37

37

170+

37

37

37

Vehicle Excise
Duty tables
Cars registered on or
after 1 April 2017

All vehicles

Diesel cars tested to RDE2 standards
4
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All other diesel cars

To contact us directly
or locate your nearest
Business Centre,
call us on 01737 367 023.

Name

(g/km)

Region

Phone

Email

Mark Bell

National Fleet Sales Manager

National

07917 068 022

mark.bell@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Jon Moser

National Fleet Technical Operations

National

07901 927 215

jon.moser@tgb.toyota.co.uk

National Fleet Support Team

National

01737 367 023

fleetrequests@tgb.toyota.co.uk

CHL & Rental Manager

National

07798 661 286

robert.bryant@tgb.toyota.co.uk

James MacKintosh

Regional Public Sector Manager

North

07825 120 166

james.mackintosh@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Hayley Kirby

Regional Public Sector Manager

South

07787 274 984

hayley.kirby@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Paul O'Connor

Regional Fleet Sales Manager

North

07764 249 745

paul.o’connor@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Simon Calado

Regional Fleet Sales Manager

Midlands, South Wales & South West

07787 560 128

simon.calado@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Stephen Craig

Regional Fleet Sales Manager

South East

07899 066 376

stephen.craig@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Stephen Russell

Area Fleet Sales Manager

North East & Scotland

07919 573 254

stephen.russell@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Colette Mansell

Area Fleet Sales Manager

North West & North Wales

07713 210 796

colette.mansell@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Lisa Buckley

Area Fleet Sales Manager

Yorkshire & North East

07876 396 716

lisa.buckley@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Collette Harris

Area Fleet Sales Manager

East Midlands

07713 214 418

collette.harris@tgb.toyota.co.uk

James Dunne

Area Fleet Sales Manager

West Midlands

07788 913 780

james.dunne@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Robin Maung

Area Fleet Sales Manager

South Midlands & East Anglia

07876 396 556

robin.maung@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Kevin Tillotson

Area Fleet Sales Manager

South Wales & South West

07827 233 484

kevin.tillotson@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Lindsay Pereira

Area Fleet Sales Manager

South West London & surrounding

07990 579 479

lindsay.pereira@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Graeme Cator

Area Fleet Sales Manager

South East London & surrounding

07917 559 648

graeme.cator@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Paul Thomas

Area Fleet Sales Manager

North West London & surrounding

07785 373 654

paul.thomas@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Adam Hutchinson

Area Fleet Sales Manager

North East London & surrounding

07717 558 348

adam.hutchinson@tgb.toyota.co.uk

Contract Hire and Rental Manager
Robert Bryant
Public Sector Manager

Fleets operating over 500 vehicles

Vehicles costing under £40,000 on

Vehicles costing over

first registration

£40,000 on first registration

Fleets operating 25 to 500 vehicles

emission
bands

Job title

National Management

CO 2
Petrol &
diesel 3

To calculate P11D price: deduct VED and first
registration fee from the on-the-road price
including accessories and options fitted
before delivery.
3

Company car tax (BIK rates) for petrol 1 cars
registered after 6 April 2020

CO 2
emissions

1

FLEET
CONTACTS

TAX REFERENCES & CONTACTS

TAX REFERENCES

Alternative
Diesel 4

fuel
vehicles

Petrol or
diesel

Year 1 ONLY

Alternative
Electric

fuel
vehicles

Petrol or
diesel

Alternative
Electric

fuel
vehicles

Petrol or
diesel

Years 2 – 6

Years 2+

Alternative
Electric

fuel
vehicles

Years 7+

(Total 5 years)

0

£0

£0

£0

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

1-50

£10

£25

£0

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

51 - 75

£25

£110

£15

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

76 - 90

£110

£135

£100

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

91 - 100

£135

£155

£125

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

101 - 110

£155

£175

£145

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

111 - 130

£175

£215

£165

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

131 - 150

£215

£540

£205

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

151 - 170

£540

£870

£530

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

171 - 190

£870

£1,305

£860

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

191 - 225

£1,305

£1,850

£1,295

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

226 - 255

£1,850

£2,175

£1,840

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

Over 255

£2,175

£2,175

£2,165

£150

£0

£140

£475

£0

£465

£150

£0

£140

Whilst every effort is made to reproduce accurate information at the time of print, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. Vehicles shown may not be UK specification.
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